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Service ID Service Name Version Date 
IPO11 Confirmation of chalan (Call up) 1.2 2015/09 
 
1. Outline of Service 

This service (IPO11) provides a function to refer of chalan per payment type or related No. 
 

2. Users 
Refer to appendix"List of MACCS Online Services". 

 
3. Restrictions 

The number of references at one time shall be a maximum of 100 cases.In addition, when exceeding 100 cases, the 
following 100 cases are referred to by transmitting the reference information again. 
 

4. Input Information 
Refer to appendix "Input Data Element", "Screen Image". 
 

5. Function Specifications 
5.1. Authority Check 

None. 
5.2. Input Data Element Check 

Refer to appendix "Input Data Element". 
5.3. Table Data Check 

None. 
5.4. Contents of Processing 

5.4.1. Extraction process 
(1) Sorting conditions shall be the following order: 

(A) Bank code 
(B) Implementation order of registration service*1 

(*1) Registration service = RCC,BAA,IPU 
(2) Valid record is extracted. 
(3) When the input user is "MEB", extract only information of "confirmed by Customs" in IPO service. 
(4) Chalan which corresponds to the extraction conditions is extracted as follows: 
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No. Extraction conditions Reference unit 
Payment type Related No. 

1 

Chalan which fulfills all of the following conditions is extracted depending 
on inputted unconfirmed identification. 
 

In case of "0: All": 
- It shall be: Inputted customs station = Customs station for 

registration service 
- It shall be: Inputted registration date = Confirmation date by 

Customs 
- It shall be: Inputted payment type = Payment type of registration 

service 
 

In case of "1: Uncornfirmed by MEB": 
- It shall be: Inputted customs station = Customsstation for 

registration service 
- It shall be: Inputted registration date = Confirmation date by 

Customs 
- It shall be: Inputted payment type = Payment type of registration 

service 
- The record which does not become "confirmed by MEB" by IPO 

service is extracted 
 

In case of "2: Uncornfirmed by Customs": 
- It shall be: Inputted customs station = Customs station for 

registration service 
- It shall be: Inputted registration date = Enforcing date of registration 

service 
- It shall be: Inputted payment type = Payment type of registration 

service 
- The record which does not become "confirmed by Customs" by 

IPO service is extracted 
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Chalan which fulfills all of the following conditions is extracted: 
- It shall be:Inputted bank code = Bank code in registration service 
- It shall be:Inputted related No. = Related No. in registration service 
- It shall be:Inputted issued date = Issued date in registration service 

 Y 

 
5.4.2. Warning Message 

When the other information remained for the reference, the warning message will be outputted. 
Output Information 

Refer to appendix "Output Data Element". 

Information Name Output Conditions Output Destination 
Confirmation of chalan 
(Call up) information 

None Input user 

 
6. Special Mention 

6.1. When executing an operation after cancellation in MEB, execute it using the related No. search. 
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